Introduction {#S0001}
============

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the most prevalent and fatal cancers worldwide.[@CIT0001],[@CIT0002] CRC is widely recognized as a result of gradual accumulations of genetic and epigenetic changes involving in different genes and pathways, and thus it is considered as a disease with high heterogeneity.[@CIT0003] This heterogeneous nature confers the variation of CRC patients in treatment response and prognosis. Several molecular phenotypes have been studied to investigate CRC heterogeneity in past decades. Among them, microsatellite instability (MSI), CpG island methylator phenotype (CIMP), and somatic mutations in *BRAF* and *KRAS* exons were most widely used in clinical decision-making.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0005]

It has been suggested that 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) is an effective chemotherapeutic agent to markedly improve CRC survival in past decades.[@CIT0006] The regimen incorporating irinotecan and capecitabine is a well-established option for use as first-line, second-line and sequential treatment of CRC.[@CIT0007] However, adverse effects on survival were found when oxaliplatin or adjuvant treatment with 5-FU was applied in patients with MSI, while they had a special sensitivity to irinotecan.[@CIT0008]--[@CIT0010] Moreover, several studies have shown that a CIMP (+) phenotype might improve the therapeutic effect of 5-FU treatment.[@CIT0011],[@CIT0012]

The molecular phenotyping can guide the targeted therapy and immune-checkpoint treatments as well. The response to anti-epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) therapy, including cetuximab and panitumumab, also varies in molecular subtypes. It has been well documented that the patients with *KRAS* mutations would be resistant to anti-EGFR therapies, and thus anti-EGFR agents should be avoided in this subgroup of patients.[@CIT0003] In *BRAF*-mutant CRCs with advanced stages, the FOLFOXIRI regimen (irinotecan, oxaliplatin, 5-FU and leucovorin) and bevacizumab were considered as a favourable treatment, but they can benefit from oxaliplatin as well as patients with MSI does.[@CIT0008] An anti-EGFR may also be resisted in CIMP-high CRCs that display extensive DNA promoter hypermethylation and tumor suppressor gene repression. In addition, DNA methylation inhibition may be an efficient treatment for tumors with CIMP.[@CIT0013] Of note, MSI has become one of the most popular biomarkers in CRC and other cancers for treatment response to immune checkpoint blockades.[@CIT0008]--[@CIT0010] *BRAF* mutation and CIMP have also been considered as promising prognostic markers in CRC.[@CIT0014]

Given the values of these subtypes in distinguishing prognosis and response to therapies, molecular phenotyping is deserved in clinical decision-making. Unfortunately, testing tumor samples for molecular subtype under adequate quality control in a community-based setting sometimes may be difficult due to cost and technique limit, but clinicopathological information is easy-to-get in almost all clinical settings. Therefore, understanding the clinicopathological factors that could predict the presence of MSI, CIMP, and mutations in *BRAF* and *KRAS* is becoming crucial to provide crude molecular information for primary care physicians and assist molecular phenotyping for pathologists. Several studies have revealed the specific clinicopathological features associated with each molecular subtype.[@CIT0015]--[@CIT0018] For example, CRCs with right-side location or poor differentiation have been shown to be associated with MSI-high, CIMP (+) and *BRAF* mutation. In addition, CIMP (+), *BRAF* mutation and *KRAS* mutation were more frequent in elderly female patients. Our study, therefore, aimed to conduct a comprehensive association analysis of clinicopathological variables with MSI, CIMP, and mutations in *BRAF* and *KRAS*, and establish nomograms using these easily accessible predictors for each molecular phenotype to make them be well used in clinical practice.

Materials and Methods {#S0002}
=====================

Patients {#S0002-S2001}
--------

The eligible patients were identified from the prospectively collected tissue bank of our institute from 2009 to 2012. Three hundred and six patients with pathologically confirmed stage I-IV CRC were included. As shown in [Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}, the patients with multiple primary cancers, inflammatory bowel disease, tumor samples having extensive DNA degradation and missing medical records, Lynch syndrome, familial adenomatous polyposis, and other hereditary cancer syndromes were excluded. To avoid the potential influence of chemo/radiotherapy on CIMP test and clonal selection of other molecular phenotypes, the patients receiving chemo/radiotherapy before sample collecting were excluded. All the patients were treated and followed according to the NCCN guideline-based protocols in our institute.[@CIT0019],[@CIT0020] The demographic and clinicopathological information of included patients were collected from the medical record. The tumors located in ascending and transverse colon were defined as proximal tumor, while the distal tumor includes the tumors located in descending colon, sigmoid colon, and rectum.[@CIT0021] This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Six Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-sen University and conducted in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The written informed consent was obtained from the patients included in this study.Figure 1Flow diagram for patient disposition and molecular assays to construct the nomograms for prediction of molecular phenotypes.

Mutational Analysis for *KRAS* and *BRAF* {#S0002-S2002}
-----------------------------------------

The *KRAS* exon 2 and *BRAF*^V600E^ mutation status of resected tumor samples were determined by Sanger sequencing. These mutation analyses were performed at the Molecular Laboratory of our institute under a high-quality control as previously described.[@CIT0022]

CIMP Assay {#S0002-S2003}
----------

To determine the CpG Island Methylator Phenotype (CIMP) in tumor samples, DNA was extracted (Qiagen, 51306) and bisulfite-treated (Zymo Research, D5002) according to the manufacturer's protocol. The assay panel, including promoters of five genes (CACNA1G, IGF2, NEUROG1, RUNX3, SOCS1),[@CIT0023] was exploited to assess CIMP using quantitative methylation-specific PCR (qMSP) as previously described.[@CIT0024],[@CIT0025]

Microsatellite Analysis {#S0002-S2004}
-----------------------

Microsatellite status was analyzed based on five commonly used markers of microsatellite sequence: BAT-25, BAT-26, NR-21, NR-22, and NR-24 using a fluorescence-based pentaplex polymerase chain reaction technique and capillary electrophoresis.[@CIT0026],[@CIT0027]

Statistical Analysis {#S0002-S2005}
--------------------

The potential predictive variables, including albumin (≤40 vs \>40 g/L), total protein (≤60 vs \>60 g/L), platelet counts (≤300×10^9^/L vs \>300×10^9^/L), hemoglobin (≤110 vs \>110 g/L), MCH (≤27 vs \>27 pg), MCHC (≤320 vs \>320 g/L), CEA (\>5 vs ≤5 ng/mL), AFP (\>25 vs ≤25 ng/mL), CA19-9 (≤37 vs \>37 kU/L), CA125 (≤35 vs \>35 kU/L), and CA153 (≤25 vs \>25 kU/L), were preoperatively determined and categorized according to previous studies.[@CIT0020],[@CIT0028],[@CIT0029] BMI (\<18.5 vs 18.5--24 vs ≥24 kg/m^2^) was categorized according to the reference standard in Chinese populations.[@CIT0030] The preoperative CEA/tumor size ratio (CSR), defined as the ratio of CEA level and the maximum tumor diameter, was exploited to evaluate the CEA level per tumor volume as we previously described.[@CIT0031] We used the preoperative neutrophil/lymphocyte ratio (NLR) and platelet/lymphocyte ratio (PLR) to determine the baseline systemic inflammation status in patients,[@CIT0032],[@CIT0033] and receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) analysis was used to identify the optimum cutoff point for these variables ([[Supplementary Figure 1](http://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=234495.pdf)]{.ul} and [[Supplementary Table 1](http://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=234495.pdf)]{.ul}).

Descriptive statistics were used to summarize baseline characteristics between patients with different molecular phenotypes, and the variables were compared using the Chi-square test or Rank-sum test according to their distributions. To estimate the predictive value of variables for each molecular phenotype, univariate Logistic regression analysis was used, and the odds ratio (OR) and the 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) were calculated. The variables considered significant in the univariate logistic regression analysis were further entered into the backward stepwise multivariable logistic regression analysis, based on which nomograms were constructed to predict the status of CIMP, MSI, *KRAS* mutation and *BRAF* mutation. The C-index was acquired for each nomogram, and internal validation using the bootstrap method was performed to determine the adjusted C-index. Calibration curves of the nomograms were generated to show the relationship between the predicted and observed outcomes. The SPSS (23.0) and R (3.6.0) were used for all analyses. The signiﬁcant values were 2-tailed, and all variables were considered statistically signiﬁcant if P values were less than 0.05.

Results {#S0003}
=======

Three hundred and six patients meeting the inclusion and exclusion criteria were finally included in this study. Among them, the assays for MSI, CIMP, *BRAF* mutation, and *KRAS* mutation are available in 285, 270, 293, 276 patients, respectively ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}), the incidences of which were 25.3% (72/285), 2.5% (7/270), 3.4% (10/293), and 34.8% (96/276) respectively. In consistent with previous studies, patients with CIMP (+) are tightly associated with the status of *BRAF* mutation (83.3% vs 1.7%, P \< 0.001, [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}). In addition, patients with MSI had significantly higher CIMP (+) frequency (6.9% vs 0.5%, P = 0.004, [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}), and patients with *KRAS* mutation had significantly higher *BRAF* mutation rate (5.6% vs 0%, P = 0.017, [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}). Patients' baseline characteristics are summarized in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Baseline Characteristics of Included CRC Patients with Different Molecular PhenotypesVariable^a^Microsatellite StatusCIMP*BRAFKRAS*MSSMSIMSI%P--++%PWildMutMut%PWildMutMut%PAge≤ 621183321.9%0.76115810.6%0.04315042.6%0.626955235.4%0.826\>62952929.1%14164.1%13364.3%854434.1%GenderMale1134428.0%0.23517210.6%0.05816142.4%0.4631025133.3%0.573Female1002821.9%12764.5%12264.7%784536.6%BMI≤18.523414.8%0.4192700%0.6972512.8%0.51319624.0%0.25018.5-241124026.3%16031.8%15331.9%885839.7%≥24682528.1%9711.1%9244.3%632930.7%Family history of CRCYes3125.0%0.507500%0.246500%1500%0.330No2307123.6%29372.4%289103.3%2049632.0%Tumor locationProximal331936.5%0.0395135.6%0.1085123.8%0.796272548.1%0.025Distal1805322.7%24841.6%23283.3%1537131.7%Tumor length\>4.00973727.6%0.42713674.9%0.01413275.0%0.272894031.0%0.187≤ 4.001143523.5%16000%14832.0%895638.6%Mucinous tumorYes21930%0.52826662.2%0.7863013.2%0.643131756.7%0.008No1926324.7%3312.9%25393.4%1677932.1%DifferentiationPoor291939.6%0.01250610.7%\<0.00144713.7%\<0.001301837.5%0.637Moderate-well1805222.4%24210.4%23321.3%1487633.9%Lymphovascular invasion+12942.9%0.05720313.0%0.00417522.7%\<0.00115421.1%0.189-1996324.0%27641.4%26451.9%1649235.9%Perineural invasion+15937.5%0.25927072.5%0.6872328.0%0.40717729.2%0.632-1986324.1%2600%26083.0%1638935.3%TNM stagingI441626.6%0.9656400%0.5155900%0.346342239.2%0.474II943024.2%12343.1%12343.1%784637.1%III662426.7%10132.9%9066.3%602529.4%IV7222.2%900%900%7222.2%CEA (ng/mL)\>5461625.8%0.9946845.6%0.1246169.0%0.022372338.3%0.622≤ 51525325.9%21231.4%20441.9%1296934.8%CA19-9 (kU/L)\>3728924.3%0.7874037.0%0.12734512.8%0.005231437.8%0.726≤ 371676026.4%23541.7%22652.2%1427634.9%AFP (ng/mL)\>2501100%0.257100%1100%101100%0.359≤ 251916525.4%26672.6%25393.4%1598835.6%CA125 (kU/L)\>3512736.8%0.28017315.0%0.00316420%0.00112736.8%0.904≤ 351816225.5%25541.5%24362.4%1518335.5%CA153 (kU/L)\>25400%0.516400%1400%13125.0%0.977≤ 251636127.2%22462.6%21594.0%1338338.4%Albumin (g/L)≤ 40782423.5%0.39410776.1%0.00110376.4%0.163653434.3%0.999\>401224828.2%17900%16842.3%1095734.3%Total protein (g/L)≤ 6015525.0%0.69319313.6%0.01018314.3%0.04511945.0%0.472\>601265229.2%18831.6%17952.7%1106436.7%Platelet counts (10^9^/L)≤ 3001555726.9%0.83022931.3%0.03521662.7%0.2101297937.9%0.018\>300411425.5%5147.3%5047.4%421120.8%MCH (pg)≤ 27511725.0%0.5906545.8%0.1316157.6%0.069461828.1%0.227\>271315228.4%19931.5%18852.6%1156636.4%MCHC (g/L)≤ 320602025.0%0.5458255.7%0.0647667.3%0.103512532.9%0.758\> 3201224928.7%18221.1%17442.2%1105934.9%Hemoglobin (g/L)≤ 110692123.3%0.4198766.5%0.0078455.6%0.370543337.9%0.480\> 1101295027.9%19510.5%18452.6%1175933.5%NLR (median = 2.05)\> 2.051023223.9%0.40414310.7%0.12613742.8%0.704904231.8%0.260≤ 2.05963828.4%13864.2%13064.4%805038.5%PLR (median = 127.34)≤ 127.34943627.7%0.61814210.7%0.12613532.2%0.328854434.1%0.865\>127.341043425.0%13764.2%13075.1%854635.1%CSR (median = 0.64)≤ 0.641003626.5%0.86913932.1%113342.9%0.729874433.6%0.422\>0.64963325.6%13842.8%12964.4%774838.4%Microsatellite statusMSS\-\-\--21210.5%0.00420452.4%0.1311366733.0%0.367MSI\-\-\--6756.9%6756.9%442838.9%CIMP-2126724.0%0.004\-\-\--28251.7%\< 0.0011749635.6%0.095+1583.3%\-\-\--1583.3%600%*BRAF*Wild2046724.7%0.13128210.4%\< 0.001\-\-\--1709636.1%0.017Mutation5550%5550.5%\-\-\--1000%*KRAS*Wild1364424.4%0.36717463.3%0.095170105.6%0.017\-\-\--Mutation672829.5%9600%9600%\-\-\--[^2][^3]

Predictive Variables for MSI {#S0003-S2001}
----------------------------

In our cohort, the characteristics of patients with MSI and microsatellite stability (MSS) are similar except for tumor differentiation and location. MSI was more frequent in poorly differentiated CRCs \[39.6% (19/48) *vs* 22.4% (52/232), P=0.013\] and proximal CRCs \[36.5% (19/52) *vs* 22.7% (53/233), P=0.039\] ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}). Next, we performed logistic regression analyses to identify the clinicopathological variables that predict MSI in CRC. In the univariate analysis, tumor differentiation, location and NLR were significantly associated with MSI ([Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}). These factors were entered into a multivariate analysis, in which poor differentiation (OR=2.392, 95% CI: 1.213--4.715; P=0.012) and high NLR (OR=3.893, 95% CI: 1.14--13.293; p=0.030) were independently associated with MSI status ([Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"}).Table 2Predictive Factors for Molecular Phenotypes in Univariate Logistic Regression AnalysisMolecular SubtypesVariable^a^PORCI 95%MSITumor locationProximal0.0411.9551.029--3.717Non-proximal1DifferentiationPoor0.0142.2681.177--4.369Moderate-well1NLRHigh0.0263.9881.177--13.510Low1CIMPDifferentiationPoor0.00229.0403.421--246.524Moderate-well1Lymphovascular invasion+0.00310.3502.166--49.463-1Platelet (10^9^/L)\>3000.0225.9871.300--27.577≤ 3001NLRHigh0.00817.7462.100--149.938Low1PLRHigh0.0505.2500.999--27.582Low1CSRHigh0.0156.6961.450--30.923Low1*BRAF*Lymphovascular invasion+\<0.00115.5294.095--58.899-1DifferentiationPoor\<0.00112.3563.077--49.625Moderate-well1CEA(ng/mL)≥ 50.0155.0161.371--18.353\<51PLRHigh0.0424.1751.055--16.524Low1CSRHigh0.0028.3252.248--30.829Low1*KRAS*DifferentiationPoor0.6371.1680.612--2.230Moderate-well1Tumor locationProximal0.0271.9951.081--3.681Distal1HistologyMucinous0.0272.3711.103--5.098Non-mucinous1NLRHigh0.0131.9371.149--3.267Low1[^4][^5] Table 3Predictive Factors for Molecular Phenotypes in Multivariate Logistic Regression AnalysisMolecular SubtypesVariable^a^PORCI 95%MSIDifferentiationPoor0.0122.3921.213--4.715Moderate-well1NLRHigh0.0303.8931.140--13.293Low1CIMPDifferentiationPoor0.00428.3732.961--271.921Moderate-well1NLRHigh0.02014.5181.526--138.108Low1CSRHigh0.0476.2301.023--37.959Low1*BRAF*DifferentiationPoor0.0059.4471.937--46.071Moderate-well1Lymphovascular invasion+0.00510.8612.043--57.727-1CSRHigh0.00214.3502.718--75.753Low1*KRAS*DifferentiationPoor0.0220.1640.035--0.771Moderate-well1Tumor locationProximal0.0132.3511.202--4.598Distal1HistologyMucinous0.00511.6512.119--64.074Non-mucinous1NLRHigh0.0151.9831.144--3.438Low1[^6][^7]

Predictive Variables for CIMP {#S0003-S2002}
-----------------------------

A CIMP (+) status was more frequent in CRCs characterized as older patients \[4.1%(6/147) *vs* 0.6%(1/159), P=0.043\], larger size \[4.9%(7/143) *vs* 0.0%(0/160), P=0.014\], poor differentiation \[10.7%(6/56) *vs* 0.4%(1/243), P\<0.001\], lymphovascular invasion \[13.0%(3/23) *vs* 1.4%(4/280), P=0.004\], and elevated CA125 \[15.0%(3/20) *vs* 1.5%(4/239), P=0.003\] ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}). To identify the clinicopathological predictors for CIMP (+) in CRC, we performed Logistic regression analyses. A CIMP (+) status was found to be associated with poor differentiation, lymphovascular invasion, platelet counts, NLR, PLR and CSR in the univariate analysis ([Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}), while only the association with poor differentiation (OR=28.373, 95% CI: 2.961--271.921; P=0.004), NLR (OR 14.518, 95% CI: 1.526--138.108; P=0.020), and CSR (OR=14.350, 95% CI: 2.718--75.753; P=0.047) were still significant in multivariate analysis ([Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"}).

Predictive Variables for *BRAF* Mutation {#S0003-S2003}
----------------------------------------

*BRAF* mutation was more frequent in CRCs with poor differentiation \[13.7% (7/51) *vs* 1.3% (2/235), P\<0.001\], lymphovascular invasion \[22.7% (5/22) *vs* 1.9% (5/269), P\<0.001\], elevated CEA \[9.0% (6/67) *vs* 1.9% (4/208), P=0.022\], elevated CA19-9 \[12.8% (5/39) *vs* 2.2% (5/231), P=0.005\], and elevated CA125 level \[20.0% (4/20) *vs* 2.4% (6/249), P=0.001\] ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}). Next, we performed Logistic regression analyses to identify predictors for *BRAF* mutation from clinicopathological variables. The predictors that was significant in the univariate analysis, including poor differentiation, lymphovascular invasion, CEA, NLR, PLR and CSR ([Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}), were entered into a multivariate analysis, in which poor differentiation (OR=9.447, 95% CI: 1.937--46.071; P=0.005), lymphovascular invasion (OR=10.861, 95% CI: 2.043--57.727; P=0.005), and high CSR (OR=14.350, 95% CI: 2.718--75.752; P=0.002) were independently associated with *BRAF* mutation ([Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"}).

Predictive Variables for *KRAS* Mutation {#S0003-S2004}
----------------------------------------

*KRAS* mutation was more frequent in patients with proximal tumors \[48.1% (35/52) *vs* 31.7% (71/224), P=0.025\], mucinous tumor \[56.7% (17/30) *vs* 32.1% (79/46), P=0.008\], and high platelet counts \[0.0% (0/4) *vs* 38.7% (79/204), P=0.015\], while other characteristics were similar between *KRAS* wild-type and mutant patients ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}). Next, we performed logistic regression analyses to identify the clinicopathological predictors for *KRAS* mutation in CRC. In the univariate analysis, poor differentiation, proximal tumor, mucinous tumor and NLR were significant predictors for harboring *KRAS* mutation ([Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}). The further multivariate analysis showed all these variables, including poor differentiation (OR=0.164, 95% CI: 0.035--0.771; P=0.022), proximal tumor (OR=2.351, 95% CI: 1.202--4.598; P=0.013), mucinous tumor (OR=11.651, 95% CI: 2.119--64.074; P=0.005), and high NLR (OR=1.983, 95% CI: 1.144--4.438; P=0.015), were independently associated with *KRAS* mutation ([Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"}).

Predictive Nomograms Established for MSI, CIMP, *BRAF* and *KRAS* Mutation {#S0003-S2005}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Four Nomograms were developed based on the independently significant factors in the multivariate logistic regression analysis ([Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}, left). The nomogram for predicting MSI status was a model in which NLR weighted more than differentiation. Tumor differentiation weighted most, and NLR and CSR were followed in the nomogram for predicting CIMP (+). The nomogram for predicting *BRAF* mutation included predictors similar to that for CIMP (+), except for NLR replaced by lymphovascular invasion. These three predictors weighted similar in this model. In the nomogram for predicting *KRAS* mutation, the histological features of differentiation and mucinous tumor showed a superior impact on the prediction over proximal location and NLR. Using these nomograms, we could easily calculate the probability of MSI, CIMP (+), *BRAF* mutation and *KRAS* mutation based on clinicopathological information.Figure 2Nomograms and calibration curves for predicting the probability of (**A**) MSI, (**B**) CIMP (+), (**C**) *BRAF* mutation and (**D**) *KRAS* mutation. The predicted and observed probabilities of MSI, CIMP (+), *BRAF* mutation and *KRAS* mutation were shown in the calibration curves.**Abbreviations:** NLR, neutrophil/lymphocyte ratio; PLR, platelet/lymphocyte ratio; CSR, CEA/tumor size ratio.

We further used 1000 bootstrap resamples to compute adjusted C-indexes. The C-indexes of MSI, CIMP (+),*BRAF* mutation and *KRAS* mutation were 61.22% (95% CI: 60.28--62.16%), 95.57% (95% CI: 95.20--95.94%), 83.56% (95% CI: 81.54--85.58%), and 69.12% (95% CI: 68.30--69.94%) respectively. Calibration curves between predicted and actual observations by internal validation demonstrated that these nomograms showed good statistical performance for predicting the probability of each phenotype, except for the nomograms for MSI and CIMP (+), in which the probability of MSI would be overestimated when the probability was less than 0.2 ([Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}, right).

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

In this study, we identified the independent predictors for MSI, CIMP (+), *BRAF* mutation and *KRAS* mutation. Among these predictors, NLR and PLR as the systemic inflammation markers, and CSR as a tumor size-corrected CEA indicator have not been reported to be associated with any of molecular phenotypes so far. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study exploiting them in models to predict molecular phenotypes. We constructed four nomograms using these independent predictors, and their internal validations showed good statistical performance to predict molecular phenotypes. Considering the significance of MSI, CIMP (+), *BRAF* mutation and *KRAS* mutation in currently clinical decision-making, the nomograms we generated that could predict molecular phenotypes using easily accessible clinicopathological variables would be widely used in clinical practice.

The missense mutations in *KRAS* occur in approximately 37.5--38% CRCs in Chinese populations.[@CIT0022],[@CIT0034] A similar sequencing result was found in our cohort, in which *KRAS* mutation presented in 34.8% (96/276) patients with CRC. *KRAS* mutation has been found to be more likely to present in female, older patients, and tumors with right-side location, poor differentiation, elevated CEA or CA19-9, and high albumin/globular protein.[@CIT0017],[@CIT0028] In our study, we found similar results in the association analysis with poor differentiation and proximal tumor. We also identified high systemic inflammation status (high NLR) as an independent predictor for *KRAS* mutation. The preference to developing *KRAS* mutations in high-NLR CRC supports the recent findings that inflammatory signaling plays a critical role in promoting *KRAS*-driven oncogenesis through the interaction with autophagy and MAPK signaling.[@CIT0035]

It has been reported that *BRAF* mutation presented in approximately 10--15% CRCs in Western cohort.[@CIT0036] However, several studies showed that *BRAF* mutation was only found in 2.8--4.4% CRCs in Chinese population.[@CIT0022],[@CIT0034] In our study, *BRAF* mutation presented in 3.4% (10/293) cases, which is accordant to the reported mutation rate in Chinese population. These results showed that there may exist a distinct nature of CRC between populations. The previous studies have reported various predictors for *BRAF* mutation, including elderly female patients and tumors characterized as right-sided, mucinous and poor differentiation.[@CIT0017],[@CIT0022],[@CIT0037] In our study, poor differentiation, lymphovascular invasion and high CSR were independent predictors for *BRAF* mutation. The distinct *BRAF*-mutation epidemiology and genetic basis between our population and previous cohort may contribute to the variation in predictors. The developed nomogram using these variables showed a high predictive accuracy up to 83.56%. As shown in the calibration curve, nomogram-predicted probability of status also fitted well with actual molecular status. This nomogram showed good statistical performance for predicting the probability of *BRAF* mutation.

It has been shown in both our cohort ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}) and previous report[@CIT0016],[@CIT0038] that CIMP (+) is tightly associated with *BRAF* mutation. Since CIMP (+) was reported to represent about 15% of CRCs in western population,[@CIT0039] it is not surprising that CIMP (+) incidence in our study, similar to *BRAF* mutation frequency, is lower than that in the previous report (2.7% versus 15%). Some retrospective studies have described the clinical features associated with CIMP (+) CRCs, including proximal tumor, elderly females, poor differentiation and mucinous tumor.[@CIT0016] In consistent with this study, poor differentiation was also independently associated with CIMP (+) status in our study. Moreover, high NLR and high CSR were independent predictors for CIMP (+) status as well. We built a nomogram showing good statistical performance for predicting CIMP (+) using these three independent predictors. However, this nomogram could only predict tumor with low risk of CIMP (+). This might result from low CIMP (+) incidence in our cohort.

Approximately 5% to 25% of sporadic CRCs develop with the defects in DNA mismatch repair (MMR) system.[@CIT0039]--[@CIT0041] Similarly, MSI presented in 25.3% (72/285) patients in our cohort. MMR deficiency leads to MSI in cancer cells, which is the second most common pathway for CRC development. According to previous studies, the CRCs with MSI have distinct features, including right-sided tumor, poor differentiation, abundant tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes and less aggressive clinical course.[@CIT0018],[@CIT0034],[@CIT0042] It has been demonstrated that MSI has high sensitivity as the screening test to identify individuals with Lynch syndrome.[@CIT0043] Our nomogram for MSI, thus, may provide useful information for primary physicians to identify this subgroup of hereditary cancers. Models for predicting the presence of MSI-H status has been built. Jenkins et al developed the MsPath model in 2007.[@CIT0015] However, this model is only applied to patients diagnosed before the age of 60 years. In addition, Angela Hyde et al developed a histology-based model for predicting MSI in 2010.[@CIT0018] Unfortunately, popular use of this model would be limited by its predictors that need to be evaluated by experienced pathologists. In current study, we identified NLR as an independent predictor for MSI, which could be easily used and provided valuable information in practice. However, there were only two independent predictors in this model, and the generated nomogram using differentiation and NLR did not perform well for the prediction.

The robustness of this study includes the high quality-control in molecular assays, strict patient selection to eliminate the confounding influence on molecular phenotyping, and reliable statistical workflow to construct nomograms using continuous and categorized variables. However, this study has some limitations. First, the statistical power of the results in CIMP and *BRAF* mutation was limited by their low incidences in our population. Second, the sample size of stage-IV patients was small, and thus the nomograms need to be further trained and validated in a cohort with sufficient stage-IV cases to make them can be applied to stage-IV CRC. Moreover, patients included in our study were from a single institution. As a result, there may exist a variation of predictive ability of models among institutions, and an external validation set would be useful to validate our predictive models.

In conclusion, we established four models with easily obtained variables to predict the probability of MSI, CIMP (+), *BRAF* mutation and *KRAS* mutation. The nomograms should not replace the molecular laboratory tests of CRC, but it could allow physicians to speculate molecular subtypes of CRCs, then better estimate patients' prognosis where genetic testing is not available or reimbursed because of infrastructure limits.
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